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The Chili Phantom Game - Chapter 1 

Welcome to the Chili Phantom Game! All players are agents of the Hungarian Secret Service. Together,
the secret agents are following the trail of a mysterious clues leading them through 18 European capitals.
The Hungarian Secret Service has assigned the agents the task of solving a baffling phenomenon that
has been observed in several EU capitals in the last few weeks.

In the most diverse places in Bratislava, Riga, Warsaw and Athens, identical red chili peppers (with a
cryptic white lettered text written on them, as discovered later), have been found. Some of these chili
peppers have even been found in what were thought to be impenetrable government buildings! As of yet,
no fingerprints have been found on the peppers.  However, it has been confirmed that the chilies
originated in Hungary. And so the Hungarian Secret Service is on the job!

To assure that the case will be solved as quickly as possible, the chief of the secret service (the
superagent) has arranged for even more of his top agents to be assigned to “Mission Chili Pepper”. He
has carefully chosen the best and the brightest in the country for the job. The fact that none of the new
agents speak English is no problem. In fact, it is an advantage. While the agents are traveling through
Europe they should be learning English and preparing themselves for further international positions in the
future. But, the chief has arranged for the agents to take an English crash course in Budapest before
they begin their investigation. This is where our game “The chili phantom” begins: in Budapest with
lesson 1.1. After completing the first Chapter, the story will go on in Chapter 2.
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